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Tanya nitins and Jean Burgess
Twitter, Brands,  
and user Engagement
brand communication from play to parody and  
PR #fails – and where does Twitter’s business  
model fit in?
In social media services, users mostly generate unverified information—
both true and false—and put forth ideas about organisations that can 
differ greatly from what organisations share with the public—that is, an 
organisation’s own idea of what it is or what it wants to be. 
—Aula, 2010, p. 45
Businesses spend millions of dollars every year carefully tailoring their brands, 
and even more protecting them. This process was relatively easy to manage 
through traditional media with their one-to-many approach, with control over 
the brand’s aura remaining with the advertiser. Yet with the emergence of social 
media, the traditional brand communication process has reached something of 
a crisis. Traditional communication lines are rapidly breaking down, with social 
media disrupting the relations among brand owners, consumers, competitors, 
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and other stakeholders to encompass more dialogic, even antagonistic, models 
of communication; Twitter is a particularly educative example of this shift. In 
this chapter, we are concentrating on the two-way communicative environment 
that Twitter generates, and the discussion between brands and users that can 
ensue (see Stieglitz & Krüger, Chapter 21 in this volume, for a complementary, 
data-centric analysis of brand communication that focusses on different busi-
ness strategies for employing Twitter).
As soon as it became clear that Twitter was becoming an important social 
networking site and a public communication platform, a number of businesses 
and “social media marketing” professionals attempted to exploit the platform for 
commercial purposes—from straight public relations and advertising through 
to more underhanded viral marketing tactics. For many businesses, it was the 
“popularity of communities on the Internet [that] captured the attention of 
marketing professionals” (McWilliam, 2000, p. 43). With the promise of instant, 
free access to consumers around the world gathered together in dominant plat-
forms like Facebook and Twitter, it was little wonder that so many brands sud-
denly launched themselves into the social media space. However, the reality is 
that many of these businesses entered into the social media environment with-
out fully appreciating its already-established dialogic culture. In many cases, 
standard advertising models were simply transferred into the online environ-
ment provided by platforms like Twitter without first considering the possible 
repercussions on their brands.
The qualities and meanings attached to a brand—that is, the very value of 
the brand itself—become vulnerable to constant renegotiation in “this ebbing 
and flowing space that is subject to a wide variety of influences moving increas-
ingly beyond the control of the organisation” (Ind, 2012, p. 36). The shift to 
incorporate the “many-to-many” communicative affordances of Twitter can 
have significant implications for the standard brand communication process 
by disrupting the traditional “top down” models of marketing and brand com-
munication. Through Twitter, consumers are now not only able to “talk back” 
to companies—even very large global corporations—but to do so in public; 
they can share their pleasure, or displeasure, with potentially millions of other 
consumers without significant effort. 
Yet, despite the risks posed by the new transparency of social media, busi-
nesses are potentially disadvantaged if they avoid engaging in social media. The 
reality is that “conversations [regarding their brands] are [already] taking place 
whether or not companies are participating in them” (Thoring, 2011, p. 142). 
According to Kinzey (2009), “organizations that fail to listen and engage with 
customers, special interest groups, and employees in the social media world will 
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likely find they have relinquished control of their reputation to others”. This 
lack of control becomes particularly apparent during moments of controversy 
and bad press. Messages that are quickly spread through social media services 
are increasingly being picked up and reported upon by the mass media (Singer, 
2012). Because of this, it is becoming much more difficult for businesses to hide 
behind their brand during moments of crisis (Aula, 2010, p. 43). It is vitally 
important that businesses acknowledge the impact Twitter can have on their 
brand, and adjust their brand communication strategies accordingly.
twItter and brand converSatIonS
The “brand conversations” that occur on Twitter operate on a variety on levels. 
First, Twitter provides an open space for consumer engagement and participa-
tion. Instead of trying to control or silence these conversations through heavy-
handed measures, some businesses have successfully maximised the impact of 
this online participation and engagement by providing them with an official 
space to congregate and “play” with their brand. For example, Nike recently 
introduced its +GPS app that encourages their fan base to monitor and share 
their fitness training with friends and other Nike users through social media 
services such as Twitter (Business Wire, 2012). Starbucks’ Facebook page has 
over 200,000 fans and over 2 million followers on Twitter (Gembarski, 2012), 
with people logging on regularly into their online cafe to share experiences and 
reviews. According to M2 PressWIRE (2012), “Amazon’s UK facility to easily 
‘tweet purchases’ is [also] a big factor in helping the online retailer to generate 
brand awareness amongst wider online social circles”.
However, Twitter has its own culture, with a prevalent libertarian and/or 
anti-establishment ideology which is generally resistant to overtly commercial 
uses of the platform. Twitter users frequently delight in “gotcha” moments, pick-
ing up on PR mistakes and gaffes, and then exploiting them for parody pur-
poses. There are now so many parody accounts that Twitter has had to develop 
its own policy guidelines on what is considered acceptable use (Twitter, 2012). 
Indeed, some parody accounts have a greater online presence than the offi-
cial sites they are copying—during the 2010 Gulf oil spill crisis (an oil spill at 
the Gulf of Mexico, caused by the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig explosion 
in April 2010), BP America’s feed on Twitter was being “drowned out” by the 
satirical account @BPGlobalPR (Cohen, 2010, p. 18). The sheer popularity of 
some of these accounts have even forced Twitter to recently restore a New York 
Times parody account, despite the official news service having filed an offi-
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cial complaint (Asian News International, 2012). So while parody accounts in 
particular demonstrate the cultural and political dynamism of Twitter, there 
is no guarantee that developing an online presence through Twitter will prove 
to be beneficial to a brand.
The impact and effect of poorly judged advertising campaigns in this space 
can be immediate—if businesses are not monitoring and gauging the mood 
of the Twitter community, the results can be disastrous. The Qantas Luxury 
Twitter campaign, for example, has been described by some PR experts as “per-
haps Australia’s greatest public relations failure” (Taylor, 2011). The competition 
gave Twitter users the opportunity to win one of 50 luxury first-class amenity 
packs—all users had to do was to define what “Qantas luxury” meant to them. 
What the public relations department had failed to appreciate was how volatile 
public sentiment at that time was, launching the “luxury” campaign days after 
failed union negotiations had grounded the Qantas fleet and left thousands of 
travellers stranded around the world. The Qantas Twitter account was subse-
quently flooded with thousands of angry or satirical posts on the #qantasluxury 
hashtag, which was then reported upon and relayed by mainstream news ser-
vices (ABC News, 2012), amplifying the social media response very significantly.
Qantas attempted to duplicate a traditional public relations strategy reminis-
cent of the “in 25 words or less” marketing campaigns often used in marketing 
through mainstream media. It was applied to an online social environment with 
little or no adaptation. In more traditional campaigns, businesses were able to 
filter the responses once they had been received, and only publish the ones that 
were the most flattering and conducive to their brand message. Qantas failed to 
appreciate that once you enter the online social environment, you can no lon-
ger control the message nor censor what is or is not seen by the wider online 
community. As Bruns (2012) noted, “choosing Twitter as the platform for their 
promo activities . . . Qantas didn’t have access to similar forms of censorship; 
once unleashed, there was nothing they could do to stop the barrage of criticism”.
Some of the tension and resistance to advertising from the Twitter user 
community also seems to be connected to the uncertainty around Twitter’s 
own business model, and therefore its moral contract with the user. Despite its 
remarkable growth, Twitter has notoriously struggled to find a business model 
that could be retrofitted to the service; and is particularly challenged in its 
attempts to integrate advertising into the platform. Simply put, because Twitter 
never had an established advertising focus nor a commercial business model, 
users of the site often rebel against what they perceive to be an encroachment 
on their personal space (one that previously had been relatively free of commer-
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cial activity). This rebellion is particularly evident in cases where an attempt 
has been made to camouflage commercial messages as genuine tweets, or as 
referred to in other media, “cash for comments”. 
For example, it was recently revealed that the South Australian Tourism 
Commission had been paying various celebrities to “endorse” the virtues of 
Kangaroo Island through their personal Twitter accounts. According to ABC 
News (2012), various celebrities, including celebrity chef Matt Moran and singer 
Shannon Noll, were “paid up to $750 for one tweet about the island”, depend-
ing on the size of their followers. Officials at the South Australian Tourism 
Commission seemed to be puzzled by the backlash that occurred from the Twitter 
community. Paid celebrity endorsements are standard practice in traditional 
marketing campaigns; however, these practices cannot be easily transferred 
to the specific dynamic of the Twitter space. As digital media commentator 
Stilgherrian stated, “Twitter is about being authentic . . . if someone comes out 
and says something and doesn’t declare that they’re being paid to do it, then 
they’re being dishonest and unethical” (as quoted in Watson & Novak, 2012).
In each one of these examples, the primary issue was in relation to com-
panies failing to acknowledge or even to recognise the importance of the dis-
cursive nature of the online social environment. They enter into the space and 
attempt to control how users engage with their brand whilst employing tradi-
tional, one-to-many brand communication strategies in a space that naturally 
encourages many-to-many discussion. To further illustrate the importance of 
these online conversations, we now draw upon a notable incident of brand crisis 
to examine the types of conversation that were occurring around the brand at 
the time, and explore the way in which the company did—or did not—engage 
effectively with their online consumers, and the impact this had on consumer 
engagement. In this case study, we collected data containing the #sony hashtag 
to track the conversations during the 2011 Playstation hacking incident, and 
used thematic analysis to catalogue the areas of most concern to the online Sony 
community. This analysis also helped determine the level of Sony’s engagement 
with this online community and the ways in which the company did—or did 
not—use Twitter to keep the public informed during the crisis.
the Sony playStatIon network hackIng IncIdent
The Playstation Network (PSN) was established by parent company Sony in 
2006. The online gaming and media service “was at the heart of the company’s 
efforts to differentiate itself” from rival competitors (The Wall Street Journal, 
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2011). By 2011, the network had approximately 77 million registered users and 
was growing. To register, users had to log into the system with a username and 
password combination and provide credit card details—regardless of whether 
they used the online purchasing component of the service. The high rate of reg-
istration meant that Sony’s attempts to “establish a [new] business model that 
links gadgets to an online network of games, movies and music” was rapidly 
becoming a success (The Wall Street Journal, 2011). This emphasis on devel-
oping an online network, in addition to the already extensive online consumer 
base whose members were active in the space already through online games and 
discussions, would suggest a strong need for Sony to know how to effectively 
operate in this space. However, as the evidence suggests, Sony is still stuck in 
the traditional brand communication mindset when it comes to engaging with 
its online consumer base.
In mid-April 2011, the Playstation Network was suddenly shut down with-
out explanation. Frustrations quickly spread through social media sites such 
as Twitter, as gamers around the world voiced their annoyance at not being 
able to access their online games. Their frustrations grew as Sony remained 
silent on the reasons behind the shutdown and provided no indication of when 
the Network would be operational again. It would be over a week until Sony 
admitted that the closure of the Playstation Network had been in response to 
a massive security breach that had compromised the personal details (possibly 
including credit-card information) of its 77 million registered users (Goldberg, 
2011). The response on Twitter was instantaneous—the tone of the tweets using 
the #sony hashtag quickly changed from frustration and impatience to shocked 
anger. The #sony hashtag increasingly became dominated by retweets of news 
feeds detailing the admission by Sony, as the community began spreading the 
word to one another. 
By gathering the tweets containing the #sony hashtag which were published 
during the peak period (17 April–15 May 2011), we were able to reconstruct a 
detailed timeline of the community’s real-time response to these events:
17–19 April 2011:  Hacking of PSN commenced
20 April 2011: Site “undergoing maintenance” statement issued
25 April 2011: Senior Director “no ETA” (estimated time) of  
   PSN available
26 April 2011: First mention of personal details hacked
1 May 2011:  Sony “welcome back” program
2 May 2011:  Press related to possible stolen credit-card information
15 May 2011: PSN back online
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We identified a significant peak in Twitter activity following Sony’s media 
release about the hacking incident—particularly on Wednesday, 28 April 2011, 
as people began retweeting the news to other users. In addition, by breaking 
down the initial data set to an hour-by-hour analysis, it was possible to iso-
late a specific, 16-hour period when conversation using the #sony hashtag was 
most intense.
The tweets published during this 16-hour window still numbered over 
78,000, so every 20th tweet was sampled in order to conduct manual thematic 
analysis on a more manageable data set of approximately 4000 tweets. 
This specific time frame offers an excellent opportunity to gain direct 
insight into the public’s reaction to a brand crisis—in particular, the emotional 
reactions of consumers to a brand when something goes wrong. Some of the 
key questions are: exactly what issues are of most concern to the hashtag com-
munity (security, lack of information, etc.)? How do they feel about the Sony 
brand itself during the crisis? Who do they hold accountable (Sony or the hack-
ers)? Would this event change their perceptions towards and interactions with 
the Sony brand in future? 
We coded the tweets into four top-level categories to separate out the tweets 
that would be the richest source of data on community responses to the hack-
ing incident. These categories were: Discussion/Commentary (specifically on 
the Sony hacking incident), LOTE (languages other than English), News (spe-
Figure 22.1: #sony hashtag conversation peak (by day)
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cifically about the Sony hacking incident), and Sony General/Other (designed 
to filter out unrelated Sony mentions, advertisements for Sony products and 
general spam).
By conducting manual thematic analysis on the Discussion/Commentary 
category of the isolated data set, we were able to chart the particular issues 
and topics that people were discussing most frequently. As represented in 
Figure 22.2, the nine thematic categories were: Security, Anger, Financial/
Identity, Communication, Gaming, Compensation, Inconvenience, Hacker, 
and Commentary.
While common sense would suggest that the most discussed category 
would be in relation to the financial/identity risk associated with the hacking, 
the analysis of the Twitter stream reveals something else entirely. The main 
topics of discussion during the peak period in Twitter conversation related to 
people’s anger and disbelief over Sony’s lapse in security:
hey #Sony, there’s a new thing called encryption . . . google it sometime! 
Sources at Sony seem to be confirming no/low encryption on personal 
data. V worrying. 
Major breach of security and Sony deserve the bad press they are get-
ting due to it. They should have been better prepared, they were not. 
Figure 22.2: #sony hashtag conversation categories
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The second largest category of discussion contained purely emotional 
expressions of anger and disgust at Sony, with no specification of exactly what 
the main concerns were:
Sony = Pathetic.
well crap, thanks Sony. 
Fuck PSnetwork, Fuck Sony. 
These comments, whilst useful in monitoring the general atmosphere and sen-
timent towards Sony during the incident, are not helpful in clarifying for the 
company the exact nature of the complaints. As the brand monitors customer 
attitudes, such comments could therefore be similarly used as a gauge of pub-
lic sentiment.
The high number of tweets related to the lack of communication from the 
company during this period should be of great concern to Sony. They were 
divided into two subcategories—first, the initial delay from Sony in informing 
customers of the security breach:
I think it is pretty disgusting that Sony have waiting 7 days to tell users 
that their Credit Card details may have been compromised.
Why does it [take] seven days for Sony to report the PSn issue?
The second subcategory was in relation to updates—or lack thereof—from Sony 
once the initial breach was confirmed:
Sony! Please state cATEGorIcALLY whether credit card details have been 
stolen or not. do it soon while you still have a reputation.
I bet the hacker will get emails out quicker than Sony! 
Any updates or is Sony still not sayin anythin useful?
From a brand management perspective, this lapse in communication was incom-
prehensible to consumers. The lack of regular updates and information from 
Sony only served to incense users further, as they struggled to determine what 
was fact and what was rumour on Twitter. Sony’s lack of response in immedi-
ately addressing these issues only magnified the overall negative impact. Sony 
had not embraced the defining feature of social media—that ‘top down’ control 
no longer works in this space. 
In comparison, when Toyota had to recall a number of its cars in 2009 and 
2010 due to serious safety faults which had resulted in the deaths of over 50 
people (CBS News, 2010), they immediately went into damage control. “As soon 
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as the recall crisis started getting media attention, Toyota quickly put together 
an ‘Online Newsroom’ and a ‘social media strategy team’ to coordinate all the 
media releases from different organisations of the company” (Rajasekera, 2010, 
p. 9). While there was still anger and negative viewpoints shared through social 
media services, the company was able to minimise their impact by eliminating 
confusion and keeping the consumer base regularly informed of developments. 
If Sony had employed a similar approach, they might have significantly reduced 
short-term confusion and anger amongst their online consumers, thereby mini-
mising long-term negative associations with the Sony brand.
concluSIon
This case study has highlighted not only the importance but also the risks of 
businesses actively engaging with their user base in online social environments. 
In too many cases, businesses have sought to capitalise upon the growth in 
popularity of social media sites such as Twitter without taking the time to fully 
understand the dynamics that are at play in this space. Social media sites like 
Twitter evolved separately from commercial enterprises, and quickly developed 
their own culture and rules of engagement. Many businesses—quite arrogantly—
assumed that they could enter into these spaces and still maintain control over 
their brand and the ‘consumer experience’. They transferred traditional, top-
down business models and advertising campaigns into these spaces, and then 
were surprised at the often negative responses these ventures received.
As McWilliam (2000, p. 44) stated: “Brand managers need to understand 
the bases for dialogue that can lead to strong relationships, which in turn pro-
vide the foundations for online brand communities”. The emphasis here is 
on dialogue. The mistake of companies like Sony is that they are happy to try 
and cash in on social media environments—but only when it is on their terms. 
But Sony does not really get to set the terms: social media environments like 
Twitter are defined by two-way communication. As this case study illustrates, 
you cannot enter this space and not engage with users; particularly in the case 
of a consumer technology brand like Sony, whose community is highly active 
and literate in digital media.
It is an emerging truth of social media that, in a shift away from purely 
symbolic brand power, “the brand will ultimately be judged on the quality of 
the experience it offers through its community” (McWilliam, 2000, p. 51). Once 
users have developed an opinion about an organisation, “they share it with oth-
ers and the subjective truth turns into a collective truth about what an organ-
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isation is and what it should be” (Aula, 2010, p. 46). If Sony had simply engaged 
with its online consumer base on Twitter and kept them informed of the situ-
ation with regular updates of new developments, they could have significantly 
reduced the negative impact on their brand. By refusing to participate in this 
online conversation, companies risk more than some bad press: they risk alien-
ating a loud and powerful consumer base with a global reach.
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